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Important Subjective

What is the importance of good manners in Islam?

Answer: Good manners hold great importance in Islam, as they are an essential part of one's faith. It reflects a
person's character and sincerity towards Allah and his fellow human beings.

What are some of the manners a Muslim should observe while eating?

Answer: A Muslim should wash his hands before eating, sit on the floor, say Bismillah before beginning to
eat, eat with his right hand, and eat in moderation.

Why is it important to talk politely and respectfully in Islam?

Answer: Islam emphasizes the importance of treating others with respect and kindness, and talking politely
and respectfully is a part of that. It helps to create a peaceful and harmonious environment and prevents
conflicts and misunderstandings.

What is the importance of listening in Islam?

Answer: Listening is an essential part of communication, and Islam emphasizes the importance of actively
listening to others. It helps in understanding others' perspectives, prevents misunderstandings, and shows
respect towards the speaker.

What are some of the manners one should observe while talking to elders in Islam?

Answer: One should speak politely and respectfully to elders, use appropriate titles to address them, listen
carefully to what they say, and seek their advice and guidance when needed.

What is the importance of maintaining eye contact while talking in Islam?

Answer: Maintaining eye contact while talking shows that one is listening attentively and is interested in the
conversation. It also shows respect and sincerity towards the person one is talking to.

How does Islam emphasize the importance of speaking the truth?



Answer: Islam considers speaking the truth as one of the most important virtues and encourages Muslims to
be truthful in all their dealings. Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) emphasized the importance of
truthfulness and called it the foundation of all good deeds.

What is the Islamic view on backbiting and gossiping?

Answer: Islam strictly prohibits backbiting and gossiping as it causes harm to others and creates discord
among people. Muslims are encouraged to speak only good about others and avoid talking about their
shortcomings behind their backs.

Why is it important to use appropriate language while talking in Islam?

Answer: Using appropriate language while talking shows respect and avoids hurting the feelings of others.
Islam encourages Muslims to use gentle and kind language while communicating with others, even in the
face of disagreement.

What is the importance of forgiveness in Islam?

Answer: Forgiveness is an essential part of Islamic teachings, as it promotes kindness, compassion, and
empathy towards others. It helps in maintaining strong relationships, promotes unity, and prevents conflicts
and grudges from taking root.


